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§ 1 Rapid Determination of Endurance Limit
1

• 

According to the authors' view that fatigue of metals occurs owing to the 
crystal distortion the fundamental formul~ for fatigue ~urve has been derived1>. 

accumulation of '-. 
Namely, if we 

the number of stress repetitions with denote the given stress with a, the endurance limit with aw, 
N, then t~e equation "!'." 

1+n,' 
HmpN= __ a ____ . 

.,.,1+na_ a!J"'· 
holds. Here H is th_e "hardening 
coefificient ", fit is the rower in the 

/ 

e1uation eP=u.a:"', and p is the ratio 
of the number of stress repetitions 
till the fast crack occurs to that till 
specimen fractures. Using the "r-ela
tive stress" S=alaw above equation 
becomes 

(z) 

• 
wher~ the right-hand side is a func-
tion of S on~y and is called « fatigue 
function of m-th degree •;m 

51+m 
'Pm(S)= ,.51+,11_ 

1 
· (3) 

T·t!1·s · cl · c. ... 1 1s represente 1Il 11g. I for 1/l 

=O, I, 2, ...... and it will be reduced 
. to a hypei:bola if we write 

<p,,.(S)=V+1, S 1+'"=X+1. 
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Now in the equation 1-0 l·l 1·2 1-3 Pl- 15 7-6· 7.7 1-8 f.{} 2:0 __.___ __ s 
take logarithms of both sides twice Fig. I. 
;,incl we have 

log N=loo·lo(_J'''P (S)-loc•lo(T /-1-lo« in-logp b b m b b b ~• 

On the other hand 
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log a=log S+log aw (s) 

Hence we know from (4) and (5) that log N-log a relation is quite similar to loglog ¥'m(S)-log 

!i... relation. But the latter is calculable beforehand. For example, it is represented in fig. 2 for 

m~ 5 ~ IO and in fig. 3 for m= IO~ 25. Of course we can draw the curves as minutely as we 

want. Now we plot the experimental values of log N and log a on a tracing paper using the 

same scale as in fig. 2 or in fig. 3. The relation between log N and log a must coincide with 

one of the curves in fig. 2 or ·in fig. 3. Namely, we move the tracing paper up and down, right 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3. 

and left keeping both axes always l'arallel to those 111 fig. 2 (oi- in fig. 3) and find out a curve 

on which experimental data of log N and log a lie as well as possible. When this is done, th~ 

point where the longitudinal axis on the tracing 11apcr is cut ,by the transversal axis in fig. 2 or 

in fig. 3 is aw itself corresponding to log S =O. Fig. 2 or fig. 3 may be called "rapid determina-

, tion diagram of endurance limit". Also the value of m can be read out instantly and H is 
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. calculable from · an ai:bitrary point on the 
_ ¥1 .. (, and log\m (Cf. eq. 4). 

determined curve re~ding the values of log N;. loglog 

Example. 0.22% carbon steel, repeated bending;· mean stress a .. = I 5 kg/mm2
, true stress at 

fracture <17 =91 kg/mm2 (experiment was carried out Table 1. 

'! kgf,mm2 N, X 106 log a 

350 0.0464 1.5441 

24.0 3.62 1.38o2 

22.6 12.2* 1.3541 

* Not broken. 
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by Mr. Miyo~hi in the Nishih~ta's laborat~ry). 
From the data in table _I, using the rapid deter

mination diigram above stated we get <1w = 22.4 kg/ 
mm2 and m=9.8, also 11·~ 1.85 X 10-8 from 1J = log 
)i=2.3oj1og rnH. The fatigue curve is represented 
in fig., 4. Only tnree 
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' sufficed to determine the reasonable 
value of endurance limit. 

Also fig. 5 shows the fatigue 
curve for Ni-Cr ste~ (experiment 
was carried out by Mr. Miki in the 
Nishihara's laboratory). Similarly fig. 
6 represents the case of 0.34,b 
carbon steef> and fig. 7 that olf 
duralumin11l. ~ "' 

§ 2 Life for the Case of Stepwise 
_Change of Stress. 

Fig. 7- After a stress amplitude 171 was 
1Duralumin, rotatiug ben<ling. m=5.S, aw=9-2,kg/mm2, given to specimen to a certain number 

r;=6 75-10·•. • 
" • 9f repetitions stress was changed 

to, another value, say 172• What ts the life of the specimen ? To answer this p1oblem it 
is ~ecessary to establish the degree of fatigue progrcs;. As already stated in the previot\S 
report, the degree of fatig~e at the weak.est point · in the specimen may be defined as the accmu,. · 
lated lattice distortion energy compared with the allowable limit D,, 

(6) 

where n· mea11s the 1!umbcr of stress repetitions. j must be smaller than or at most equal to unity 
which is ovbious from its definition. But there are cases where f becomes greater than unity for 
given 11, t,hat is, for 1t which lie:; between the number of stress rq;etitions N till the specimen 
fractures and pN. Then; is no physic'al meaning for f that is greater than unity but if we ariow I , . ., the value greater than unity for f, one to one correspondence between f and n will be preserved. 
On this convention we have froln equation (6), · ' 

51+m Hmn_ 
- s+m_f 

and we can obtain n till the degree of fatig'Ue progress at the weake~t point 
stressed at the relative stress S. Equation (2) on the other hand invo.lves the 
fepetitions N till specim~ri fractures and is slightly' different from equation (7). 

reaches f when 
number of stress 

To obtain the 
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same N however/we can also use the _equa;ion (7) putting /=fmax ;hich is· _now greater than M 

unity. Of coµrse /max depends upon the applied stress S and is easily prl!>ve<l to be 

-F =S1+m_5i+"'('I--1-)¼ · S>; Jmax _ 51+m ' . 

from equatiqps (2) and (6). When S is smaller than unity we have from'• equa~ion (6) putting 
n-co 

(8') • 

In the equation,(7) naturally,/ must be smaller than S. And in general the number of· repeti
tions tl11 till the degree of fatigue. progress reaches /2 from fr can .. be cah:ulated by the eqt1ation . 

51+.. -F 
Hml!.n_ -;1 

,si+m'--/2 • 

Now the relative stress S1 was applied to a specimen 111 times -~peatedly then the degree of 
fatigue progress J; is from equation (6) '· 

.. {6') 

During the repetitions of stress the material changes its mech:;nical properties and expresses 
clifferent attitudes towards external load from before. Prog,erty of-maiden material 1s expressed 
by the equatiow 

.. 
and work done in the first'~ loading iS 

r;r?_ ma 1+m 
YY1--~a , 

I+ 1/t 

(10) 

(11) 

-At I ' 
Wh0tt stressed a"f' a1, 111 times repeatedly, the., material hardens and its property towards l~t1 + 1)-th .,. 
loading is expressed by the equation 

and wot!k done 111 this ( 11 + I )-th loading 1s 

J,V/= ma 
I+m 

(12) 

H'"'lll 

Comparison of (II) with (13) shows clearly that the coefficient a changes to a/Hmn, or -the effect 
mn1 ' ,. 

of stress changes from a to a/ H:+m. Cons~quently, after the stress was repeated n1 .. times if it 
changed to a2 its effect will be equal to 

r ,mu 
ar=a2 • H-1+ .. 

for maiden material. This md'y be called the " reduced stress ", and 

... 
is called corresponding "coefficient of stress reduction ". Accordingly the life n2 after the stress 
was: changed _to <12 is obtained from the following equation (hence ._th¼~residual degree of fatigue 

progress is /max-fr in the equation (7)), 

( 16) , 

Fig. 8 represents the change .. t?f coefficient of stress reduction in a certain case of 0.65 % carbo~ 
steel. To obtain 112 the value of '.9).+"' or that o~ r 1+"'=ll-mn, is necessary as shown in equation 
(16), therefore the value of J/-m"1 is also represet;1ted in the same figure .. 

Example 1. Fatigu~ curve was determinetl from experimentJ.l data for 0.65 % carbon steel 
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Fig. 8. 
• Coefficient of stress reduction (repeated tension and co~pres!;ion, 0.65% C steel). 

in repeated tension and compres~ion 'test. "!so-fatigued line" for F=o.9, o.8, 0.7, ...... 0.1 were 
also drawn in fig. 9 (P= I was assumed for simplicity). Now, 111 =26 kg/mrri2 was repeated N; 

·- =1.32 x 1d times, degree of fatigue progress will be obtained to be /=0.5 by tracing the hori
zontal line corresponding 111 = 26 kg/mm2

• Let the stress be changed to 0-2 = 34 kg/mm2
• From 
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Degree of fatigue progress, 0.65% C steel. 
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fig. 8 ·we get for the coefficient of stres;, re'duction 1=0.883, and consequentlr, 0',=30.1 kg/Tm2• ' 

In fig. 9 tracing the horizontal line of 30.1 kg/mm2 the intercepting point with the curve 'f=o.5 
yields Nz=7.1 x 104. Life from the start is· .N;+J\7ii=139.1 x 101. If we neglect the change of 
properties of material; tracing the horizontal. line of 34 kg/mm2 will give N= 1.13 ·x 104 

· which is 
of course quite different from Nz=7.1 X 164. Repetitions of stress 0'1=34 kg/mm2 from start will 
cause fracture before Nz= 7. I x 104. From this it is obvious that the order of application of stresses 

. ~ 

has extreme influence t(} the result. · 
In place of fig.' 9 we-can a!.so use fig. IO for the same purpose in which degree of fatigue 

progress is scaled along the longitudinal axis. 
Example 2. Another interesting application of the theory is the problem of "damage line". 

According to Russel and Welker4> material is said damaged if it fractures within the stress repeti
tians 1d when. stressed at the endurance limit aw after it ,is exposed to the stress n1 and the stress 
repetitions .N;. The border line between the damaged and 'the undamaged region on the (n-N), 
plane is the ''. damage line ". 

Material in the service does not necessarily receive a_ stress wave of constant amplitude and 
, the property of the material which endures short time overstressing is very desirable, 

As already described, the authors' theory enables us to evaluate the degree of fatigue pro
gress and to calculate the. ljfe of material from an arbitrary state of _fatjgue till an~th~r state of 
it and consequently the equation of the " damage line " can be derived in the fol_lowing ~ay. 

When the relative stress S1 was repeated N 1 times the degree of fatigue progress J;_ is given by 
the equation (6'). Stn:ss is changed to ow, th?-t is to S= I, and in order that the point (Stt .,i\,~) 
lies on the damage line the specimen must fracture at exactly N = 107 consuming the, remaining 

degree of fatigue Umnx-fi). H~nce iro-m equation (16) we have 

mN1 

where Sr= IX ,\=H-f+m. Substituting the value of Ji froin equation (6') and that of /max from 
equation (8') we get 

Thi~ is the equation of damage li11e, and we can see that it is wholy determined by two con-' 

stants H and m, that is, by the knowledge of the fatig\1e curve. 
~n fig. i I the experimental. data according to Russel and Welker· are compared with the 
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Fig .II. N 
Wrought Iron AT, rotating bending. m=l3, aw=283rnlb/in2, 17=1825-10-8• • 

theoretical calculation. The material is wrought iron AT and nw=28310lb/in2
, m=l3, ~=1.825 

x w-R. Agreement is seen to be tolerably good. 

§ 3 Fatigue Strength for Simpty Changing Stress Amplitude. 

When a simple stress wave is repeated work d?~e ,in the first loading is expressed by equation 
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( 11 ). When each stress wave is simple but its . 
maximum value changes, for instance, as in fig. 
12a work done. in the first complete cycle of 

loading 1s <5 
·ma (a~+"+aJ+m+o-!+"'+ .: .... ). (18) 
1+m, _ 

. Lattice distortion has been assumed to be pro
portional to this work and hence if we calculate 
the reduced stress ar by the equation Fig. 12a •. t 

I 
,,_ 

"'1.0 

~ ~ ~ ·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. ~ ~ ~ 
0 45 

Fig. 12b'. 
315 ', J~O ,-

1.0 

l~J~ ~ n ~ . ~· ·~ ·. ~ ~ ij 
0 45 315 360 

Fig. 12C. 

this~::;,-r has the .same effect for fatigue progress and accordinging1y we can take it as the basis in 
c_alculating the life etc. .. 

· Example. A roller bearing manufactured by a c~rtain company has dimensions as shown in 

A 

Fig. 13. 

I 

fig. I 3. Assuming that rollers and outer rac~ .con
tinue pure rolling to each othcu- con.tact of them are 

repeated-at an interval of 44°31 1 (approximately 

equal to 45 °): . One point of the roller (jn the cr~ss. 
, . section), for instance, point A which is in contact 

with., th~. !~west point inside the outer race (fig. I 3) 

repeats contacts three, times with outer race and four 

times with inner race per one revolution of the bear-~ 

ing ,and is subjected to repeated compression. Ac
cording to Ha-tz's formula this compressjve stress am 
is given as 

·where± signs 

respectively. 

i 

correspond to outer and inner coµtact 

Here (-
1 +-·I_)/(-!~--1 

)=1.765. 
· d1 c'2 d1 c'2 

Considering that the effective load P varies pro-

portionally to cos ~ corresponding to the position of roller the reduced_ compressive stress at a 

definite point A of a roller_ is as follows_ 

1+."--{ /PEE I I' )}l+m{ o !t" o 1{--" Aa, - 0.591 1-- ·----- . 2(1.765 cos 67.5 ) + 2(cos 45 ) 
t 11 1 cfi d2 •, 

:_, 1+,,. 1+ ... } 
·- +2(1.765 cos 22.5°f2 +(cos 0°r 2 - (211 
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11; ,, ... , Table 2. \:. Similarly the reduced stress Bar at a point ·s- (fig. 13) is 

m=9 m=3 

.Adr 1.38 1.69 

B'1r- 1.45 ,1.84 
.,, __ 

The value of 111 for the material is yef unknown, but using 1?Z=9 and m= 3 tlie values of Aar and .• 
Bar c:?X.Cept the common term are summarized in table 2. Stresses at the r:oint A and. B are 
visualized in fig: 126 and I 2c. ' 

. 
§ 4 Fatigue Strength. for Complexly· Changing Stress· Amplitude.· 

i) Cotrection· for Unloading. ljitherto we treated compara1:iv,ely simple stress wave 
real cases obviously there are 'more complex stresses. It is impossible to experiment for 

but m· 
almost 

infinitely l<l:rge number of stress kitf8s ai1d ' 
consequently we must carry .. out experiments \ 
for some fundamental types of stress wave and 
~stablish th~ meth~d of calculation for real 
cases, that is why the fundamental theory of 
fatigue_ is necessary. Ji.or tlie . purpose some 
points· in authors' theory·· Iimst be refined. 

Up to this time we have considered that 
work !E_USt be done when loading but not when 
unloading, however, in real case as shown in 

6 

0 

·6 

0 Ep 

• fig-. 14 the curve for unloading doe~ not &o 
downward parallel to the elastic line of load
ing and gets slightly inside, namely, ,seme 
crystal grains are st:bjected to further straiil Fig. 14· 
when unloading (deformation after external load is removed,· is called elastic after-effe.ct). 
Accompanying the work done during unloading lattice distortion occurs and\ naturally fatigue state 
of the material is influenced from the view roint of t!te authors' theory. ' Work done ..:tluring un-

. ; " 
loading is equal to the .,hatched prt in the sanie figure. 'To visualize its area it was represented· 
in fig. 14 right overturned to outside and elastic' strain js omitted as it has ~o relation •with the 
present problem. The cl.¼1 ve for unloading may not C(?incide with that for loading, but it ma.y' be 
assumed to have the similar form such as eP=l'l.a~•,._ Of course the .origin of coordinates is con-' 
sidered to transfer from o to o' in the same figure. From this the exCfSS work for unloading, 
that is, the af·ea of out\vards ove1 tur~ed pa1 t is calculated to be,· ' . 

4-0 

30 

d 
20 ~-#0 

f, -,d-----
J. 

Fig. 15. 
0.22% C steel, a,=33.6 kg/mm2, ,1B=SI.O kg/mm2• 

LJH/= J 1+,n (22), 
1+m 

Hence work done in the first 
cycle of stress is ... 

' 
1~ 

ma+a a1+m (23) 
I+m 

This indicates that the coeffi-. I . . 
dent. r1. is to be conected by 
a/m. In a statical tension 
test of 0.22% steel which 
differs considerably from fati-

. guc test in its speed of loading 
and in its range of _ applied ' 

' stress, following results as 
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-shown in fig. I 5 has been obtained. 
In fig. 16 log 17~nd log eP are plotted 
for loading ( o) a,ud for unloading ( • ), 
from this we can ~e that the 'equation 
tp=aam approximately'··holds for un
loading and also in this case a::;a . 

f-6 

. ii) Treatment of a Bump in a 
Stress Wave. Complex stress wave 
has, after all, many maxima and minima 
in one cycle and as the ~implest case 
let us consider a ~ve where two 
maxima and one minimum appear, that 
is! so called a "bump" appea~. Firstly, 
as shown in fig. 17 when a bump 

· appears during loading consider cor-

1·0 

.% 4-0 

Fig. 16. 
O When the stress increases. 
e When the stress deereas~s. 

Jo 

6 

responding stress-permanent strain diagram. Ry ascending to a maximum 171 and then descending 
to a minimum u2 work is done each time to the weakest pa.rt of the ·material and the geometrical 
area in the corresponding stress-strain diagram gives the quantity of work. After,fards by as
cend1ng to a maximum., u3 and descending to zero the larger part of work is afforded. . The 
curve· representing the relation. between 17 and eP in the s~cond ascension is not the same as that 
in th~ first ascension. Due to the preceeding loading and' unloading certain value· of residual force 
arises and this force, since it is a cc;;impressive one after· tensile loading, weakens the effect of 
loading in the second time. The residual stress was' roughly assumc;:d to be· proportional to 172, . . , 
that is, equal to ltu2 (when <12 =0, namely, when the external lC¥1d was· pe,rfectly remov.ed there 
also exists a residual stress which was neglected in the~ first approximation). Consequently· the 
work done .in the first stress cycle is as follows : 

i,v; -1:a {al+"'+ (u3 --h172)
1+m_(172 - hn2)1+m} + _:_~+a~{(111 -a2)"'(u1 + ma2) +17~+"•}. (24) 

1 m I m . 

Arranging this in the similar form as before ,as weH as possible- we get 

t1;+m= m: {;:+"'+(U3- hu~)l+m_(172:_ /i;2y+m} + ~+ {cul-<F2)"'{t11 + l1Zl12)+u!+m}. (25) 
1na a ma a 

In other words, the given stress wave can be treated as a sitpple wave whose maximum value 
js equal to ur thus calculated. 

A bump in a s.tress ,;,,ave during unloading ts considered quite similarly as in figure 18 and 
the same form· will be obtained. 

As the equation (25) is not symmetricaJ with 111 and 11a, the interchange of t~m will lead to 
different results which 1s seen m figures 17 and 18. 

6 

t ep t Ep 
' Fig. It Fig. 18. 

s 
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F;!!rthermore' we can supp.9se a case where 
a Sf!laller bump appears in a bump which can 
be treated similarly as above. 

60 
S8 
56 

SI/. 

52 

50 

"8 

\o. 
\ 
\ Example. A stress wave as shown in 

fig. 19 was applied to specimens in repeated 
bending test6>. • Reduced stress· is obtained 
from equation (25)· by putting o-,1=0-1• Now,. 
de~ote 'a3/o-1 =-x in fig. 19 and we·'have 

' 

\ 

\ 
"-II.: \ ., 
. ,... \I 

l\ 

(1-lt)1+"'}+ a 0-!+"'{(1-xr 
,na+a 

G•◄ "' ,,. 
6 

(I +mx)+x1+m} • •. r,,. 

\ 
From the ex1-erimental results ·for siinpk stress 
wave fatigue curve and consequently 11t and 7/ 

38 
36 
3LJ. 
32 

30 

28 

, 
a: 

I- ~ 
' 1\.-

i'-,... 
- ~ 

... ,cl "' N' ta' :, ,,; 
O Simple wave. x=aa/111 

• Complex wave. I 0.558 ,.S 0.325 
e Calculate1· 2 0.384 6 0.263 

3 0.314 7 0.212 

t " 4 0.230 
/ 

Fig. 19. Fig. 20. 

were determined (0.65 l}{; carbcn steel). But the experimental data did not lie completely upon a 
curve as sh.own in fig. 20. Putting m= 2.2 in (26) coefficient of stress reduction· r is obtained 

'· 

Nr. 

I 

2 

3 

4 

s 
6 

7 
.,,,, 

r=[ 2
•
2

'
1 

{1+(1-hx)"·2 -x'·2(1-ht2}+ a {(1-x)2-~(1+2.2'x)+x12}]fz (27) 2.2a+a · 2.2(/.+a 

Table 3., 

" 
,,. 

0.558 i.016 

0.385 1.053 

0.314 1.084 

0.230 1.112 

0:325 ~ 1.081 

0.263 1.104 

0.2(2 I.It~ 

11r 

51.40 

53.03 

52.77, 

54,16 

46 82 

46.58 

""47,85 

. The ratio a/a is yet unknown but using a=a the 
values of r and ar for experiihented x were summariz'ed 

, in table 3. Lifes are expected corresponding these 
reduced stresses. 

Calculated values were compared with the experi
mental results in fig .. 20. There are-cases where both 
values coincide and also cases where both do not agree 
well. Principal cause for this fact is supposed due to the 
scattering of experimental data. owing to non-uniformity 
of the material. 

and Stress Amplitude O"a are Constant and am> a0 • Stress 
wave and corresponding stress-permanent strain diagram are represented in fig. 2 I. Calculatiot} of 
the hatched parts in the same figure gives the formula fo,r reduced stress, namely, work· done U~ 
m the first loading is 

iii) Case where Mean Stress a.,, 

H1i =~ (o-1 - lta2) 1+"'-~ (a2 -ho-2 )~+,,, + a (a) -o-2)"'(a1 + ma2) (28) 
1+m 1+m , 1+m 

Cbmparing with (2'3) we have the reduced stress, 
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6 6 
<1 

62 '62 

t- Ep Et 
Fjg. 2 I. 

' or introducing the mean stress am and the stress amplitude J,t,by 

we obtain 

--. According to the third term correction for unloading strengthens the influence of stress amplitude' 
<la a,~ agreement with general empirical' facts are reached. We 6ften· use a diagram representing 

\ 

aa..:...a,,. relation taking a~ in longitudinal axis and a,,, in transversal axis. On the __ straight line 

passing through origin and making the angle 45° ~vith both axes aa=a.,,, and the inclination of 
the curve at the point of interception is given by 

a 
- m(1-h)+-· 

( dna) _ a 
. da,,,,. 11a=11rn-, ( ') a 

m I +n +--
a 

iv) Case where Mearf Stress a,,,,tnd Stress Am~litude t7a are Constant and~,,> a,,,. Stress 
wave, corre~ponding stress-permanent ·strain diagram a11d the work done in this case are repre
sented in fig. 22. Once ascending to the maximum stress <11 load is decreased along the curve 

d, 6, " 
., 

d 
. \ 

Ep 

Fig. 22. 
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n1A reaching the value zero at ,the~point A (fig. 22 middle). After 'the external load changes its _ 
sign at A1 the n-- eP curve extends smo~thly along the part An2 ( cf. for• instance, the Bauschinger
effect of a .prass crystal 1>). · Thus the sum of the hatched part; in the same figure, that is, the• 
work ,done i~ the first stress cycle is given. by .1 

. - \ ~-~ ~ 

I',.• ~= I (nt+n2r{(mo.-a)n1 + (ma-0.)02} + 2a di+m+~ aJ+ni, (32) 
I +m , .. • I +m I +m . ,, 

and the reduced stress ar is obtained as 

introducing the mean stress a,,. and the stress amplitude aa by 

In repeated tension where na=n'!J! 'Ye have 

11-
whkh agrees With the result ·obtained from the equation (30). il: In repec1;ted tension and compres-
si_on where ;,.,,.=o 

n;.+·"= (11.+a)(m- 1) (za,,)1+"'+ 2(11.~a) 
2(m11.+a)- . m1J.~a 

(35) 

Using the·eqtiations. (33) and (30).we cah calculate the reduced stress Or which has the same 

1•0 -~ll;;:l====:9~=1=~~~;::----+----t----l----,--l----1~-_J 
. 6(1, 

J.O zo, -· ~ 3·0 4-0 
6m -! • 

Fig. 23 . 

. 
(• 

o(~z.a_ 
c(:(L 

J-0 

6a. 

I 0-5 

cl.= a,i=0-5 
d..=za,,-A.=o.s 

;f r::/..= a., j{_ = 0..3 
0 !-0 2·0 3-0 4·0 dm - . 

Fig. 24. 
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effect as the given vibrating stress appointed by aa and a,,,. This depends obviously upon the ~ '• ~ . 
values of nz, It, and a/u.. Assuming a=u. equations (33) and (30) were evaluated for m= 3 and 
m=9 and are represerited in fig. 23. As shown clearly in the same figure inclinations of the two 

· curves differ appreciably according to the value of m. 
In the figure 24 also, the relation between a 0 and am 
is represented when h or a/u. takes other _values. 
Utilizing these results we can foresee the life for 
arbitrary set of O'a and a,n when the life for pure 
repeated tention (for instance) is known. Of course 
these formula are not ~he ultimate conclusions and 
there remain for them strict proofs and refinements . 
and once the perfect theory is attained it will afford 
considerable conveniences for engineering problem. 

30 

0 10 20 J 30 
-um 

Fig. 25. 

Examples. Repeated bendi;1g test was carried 
out about 0.22 ~ carbon steel applying various values 
of mean stress and stress amplitude (experimented 
by Mr. Miyoshi in the Nishihara's laboratory). First 
fixing mean stress a fatigue curve was obtained from .; 
which the stress values corresponding to the fracture 

7 -. CarJ,on steel, repealed bending. at N= Ia°, Id, IO, were read out. These semi-
experimental values are compared with calculated results 111 fig. 25. In this cas~ m~3,\ a=a .. 
Experi111ental values for n~tched specimen of the same material were also compared with theo
retical ones in fig. 26 for which m= 3, a=~t and /1=0.88 were take. , In each case the agree
ment is seen to be tolerably good. 
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Fig. 26. 
Carbon steel, notched,repeated bending. -
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